Abstract. -The positions of 53 FK5, 70 FK5 Extension and 486 GC stars are given for the equator and equinox J2000.0 and for the mean observation epoch of each star. They are determined with the photoelectric astrolabe of Yunnan Observatory. The internal mean errors in right ascension and declination are ±0. 046 and ±0. 059, respectively. The mean observation epoch is 1989.51.
Introduction
The photoelectric astrolabe of Yunnan observatory was installed in 1975 and put into operation since the end of 1975. It was moved to the formal site in 1980, and took part in the determination of the Earth Rotation Parameters and joined the Main Campaign of Project MERIT (Melbourne et al. 1983) . It also took part first in GCPA (The General Catalogue of Stars with System of Photoelectric Astrolabes in China) (Working group of GCPA 1983) and afterwards in CGSC (The Chinese Geodetical Stars Catalogue) (Working group of CGSC 1991) due to its high accuracy observations. Since 1986 it began to observe the radio stars selected from the list for the link of optical reference frames and the VLBI reference frame based on extragalactic objects (Walter et al. 1990 ).
The YPAC is compiled with the data observed from 1987 to 1992. It includes all observed stars with two transits except radio stars during the period. Their magnitudes are from 0.06 to 7.0 and the declination range is from −3
• 45 to 53
• 24 . The mean observation epoch is 1989.51. The internal mean errors in right ascension and declination are ±0.
s 0031 and ±0. 059, respectively.
Observation schedule
For determining a lot of star positions of non-Fifth Fundamental Catalogue we used the fundamental and catalogue groups which consist of FK5 stars and non-FK5 stars, re- spectively, and each group lasts 1.5 hours. The two kinds of group were alternately observed, the fundamental groups were observed both before and after a catalogue group each night. The parameters, U (clock error), Y (latitude correction) and Z (the correction of zenith distance for the instrument) are solved from two fundamental groups, respectively, then the residuals of the stars of the catalogue group are calculated from the mean values of the two group parameters.
The reduction procedure
The basic equation of the astrolabe catalog is given as (Guinot 1955; Débarbat & Guinot 1970 ; see also Li Dongming et al. 1983) :
Here φ 0 is the adopted value of latitude at the observing site. A is the transit azimuth of a star, reckoning from north to east, in the range of 0 • to 360
• . ∆α and ∆δ are star position corrections of the working catalog relative to the ideal catalog;V is the mean residual; ξ, η and ζ are unknown constants related to the working catalog, observing site and the selected fundamental stars.
Applying Eq.
(1) to the stars with two transits, and denoting mean residuals at east and west transits byV e andV w , respectively, we can obtain the following formulae for computing star position corrections (Débarbat & Guinot 1970) : ∆δ =V e +V w −2cosq
In Eq. (3) q denotes the parallactic angle. When cosq = 0 the following relation between η and ζ can be obtained from (3) (Noël 1994) :
where A 0 is the azimuth for those stars for which cosq = 0 andV 0e andV 0w are their east and west mean residuals respectively. Let 2k =V 0e +V 0w and replacing ζ according to (4) in (3) one has:
The calculation of 2k, strictly speaking, should be made using the stars of cosq = 0, that is q = 90
• . But these stars are very few. So we adopted the stars of FK5 of |cosq| < 0.3 to calculate 2k (in this catalogue there are 36 stars). Its calculation formulae is
where m e and m w are mean errors ofV e andV w , respectively, thereby 2k = 0. 0254. Since in the range of |cosq| < 0.3 the declinations are obtained with a rather low precision with the astrolabe, they are not given in the catalogue. The second terms in the right-hand side of Eqs. (2) and (5) were ignored in our calculation, which implies that the given positions of the stars are to the equator and equinox in FK5 system. In Eq.
(1) the mean residual values are reduced to the standard groups, applying group corrections in time, latitude and zenith distance. These group corrections were obtained by the chain method from their group differences observed from 1981 to 1986. The group corrections used in this catalogue are given in Table 2 . The group differences with their closing errors are given in Table 3 . The photoelectric astrolabe catalogue of Yunnan Observatory (YPAC) is given in Table 1 .
Precision estimate
For testing external accuracy of YPAC we calculate the difference between the positions of YPAC and FK5 or CMC (Carlsberg Meridian Catalogue) for each star. Since some stars in YPAC are FK5 and CMC stars, the external accuracy can only be calculated from these stars. The results are also given in 
Explanation of the Catalogue
The resulting J2000 positions of the astrolabe catalogue are presented in Table 1 .
Column 1: the number in YPAC. Column 2: the catalogue's name: FK5-Fifth Fundamental Catalogue; EXT-FK5 Extension; GC-Boss General Catalogue.
Column 3: the number in above catalogues. Column 4: the visual magnitude from above catalogue. Columns 5 and 6: the right ascension and declination, respectively, for equator and equinox J2000.0 and mean epoch of observation of the star.
Columns 7 and 8: the internal precision of α and δ. Its units are, respectively, 0.
s 001 and 0. 01. Column 9: the mean epoch of observations minus 1900.00.
Columns 10 and 11: differences YPAC-FK5 or YPAC-CMC in right ascension and declination, respectively. Their units are, respectively, in 0.
s 001 and 0. 01. Column 12: the number of FK5 or CMC, larger than 10000 is that of the CMC. These stars are used to calculate the external accuracy of YPAC.
